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PSA: HAIRHOUSE ARE DOING SAME-DAY
DELIVERY.

Here are 10 Reasons You Need it.
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@elizabethkayeturner

In an exciting Australian first,  Hairhouse  has partnered with food delivery platform DoorDash  to
provide an express store-to-door,  same-day delivery  experience for hair and beauty lovers in
New South Wales and Victoria, with scope to expand the service Nationally.
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Hairhouse and DoorDash have teamed up to offer the solution to your iso hair and beauty
needs. So, whether you have an at-home hair or beauty blunder (AKA emergency), or feel like
changing up your look without the hassle, here’s  10 reasons why  you should take advantage
of this same-day concierge delivery service today.

1. Because you hate waiting
Hairhouse X DoorDash makes it possible to ditch the lengthy hairdresser waitlists, with same-
day access to all of your favourite professional hair and beauty products and styling tools,
making it easy to recreate a salon-experience from the comfort of your home.

2.   Because you’ve run out of your salon-provided products
Offering the most extensive selection of salon-quality products, Hairhouse X DoorDash makes
it easy to top up on all of your hair and beauty favourites that you’d usually score directly from
your hairdresser, on the day you run out.

Image credits: Kevin Murphy, Eleven Australia.

3.   Because you’re dealing with an iso hair and/or beauty blunder
While it may have been tempting to reach for low-quality hair and beauty products throughout
isolation, Hairhouse X DoorDash now provides the remedy to your iso hair and beauty
blunders. Get a quick fix in the form of same-day delivery, with long-term, quality results.
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4.   Because you’re itching to recreate your favourite beauty tutorial looks
Make the most of your daily hair and beauty tutorial bingeing and have a go at recreating your
favourite looks (cue Mermade Hair Waver) using Hairhouse’s curated collection of professional
products loved by the pro’s.

Image credits: Instagram / @rowisingh, Mermade Hair

5.   Because you’ll save money now and later
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Who knew you could look amazing and save money in the process? Brush up on your beauty
skills with DIY products that won’t break the bank now and into the future.

6.   Because you’re sick of looking at your partner’s shaggy, overgrown hair
Offering a wide selection of male grooming products, with Hairhouse X DoorDash same-day
delivery service, your partner no longer has an excuse to rock the scruffy look. You can thank
us later.

Image credits: Instagram / @jenatkinhair

7.   Because you like to have your cake and eat it too
COVID-19 has made online shopping a pain, with longer waiting times and backed-up postal
systems. With Hairhouse X DoorDash, if you order before 3pm, you’ll get your order within two
hours of ordering. Talk about convenience in the time of Corona.

8.   Because it means you can “ do a Dua”
The ultimate hair chameleon, thanks to Hairhouse’s range of salon-quality hair dyes and
creams, you can channel Dua Lipa’s new ‘do’ with quality products (including vegan options).
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Image source: Instagram / @dualipa, @dualipa

9.   Because self-care matters
If there’s one thing isolation has taught us, it’s the importance of self-care. Hairhouse X
DoorDash means you can tend to your self-care needs at the click of a button. In fact, with the
convenience of its same-day delivery service, you can schedule in a fully catered for self-care
session this very afternoon.
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10. Because you’re supporting local business
As Hairhouse is entirely Australian owned, you can feel good about buying from your local
Hairhouse store at a time when supporting Australian grown brands is more important than
ever.

HOW IT WORKS

The process is simple and hassle-free, with all of the heavy lifting taken care of by DoorDash’s
trusty team of delivery drivers.

Customers can place an order online at hairhouse.com.au, select DoorDash Express Store-
To-Door delivery at the checkout and have the order delivered to their door within 2 hours*.

When an order is received, the store is notified, and will pack the order. Your DoorDash delivery
driver will pick up the order from your chosen store and deliver it straight to your door. Much like
your favourite food delivery service, but with a side of glam.

https://www.hairhousewarehouse.com.au/


MEDIA NOTES

-Hairhouse X DoorDash same-day delivery is available for a flat fee of $7.99 within 5km and $1
for every additional 1km (up to 10km).
-Orders must be placed before 3 pm to ensure delivery within a 2-hour window.
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-DoorDash deliveries are now available in Victoria and New South Wales. To check if your local
store offers DoorDash deliveries, please click here or, select DoorDash at the checkout.
-DoorDash is available within a 10km delivery radius of qualifying Hairhouse stores.

ABOUT HAIRHOUSE

Hairhouse is Australia's omnichannel hair authority. With 100+ stores nation-wide, this family
and franchise-owned business is the destination for industry-leading brands and services
(including salon and body/ear piercing).
Hairhouse.com.au

@hairhouseaustralia
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